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ABSTRACT
Since multi-core computers began to dominate the market,
enormous efforts have been spent on developing parallel programming languages and/or their compilers to target this
architecture. Although Unified Parallel C (UPC), a parallel
extension to ANSI C, was originally designed for large scale
parallel computers and cluster environments, its partitioned
global address space programming model makes it a natural choice for a single multi-core machine, where the main
memory is physically shared. This paper builds a case for
UPC as a feasible language for multi-core programming by
providing an optimizing compiler, called ScaleUPC, which
outperforms other UPC compilers targeting SMPs.
As the communication cost for remote accesses is removed
because all accesses are physically local in a multi-core, we
find that the overhead of pointer arithmetic on shared data
accesses becomes a prominent bottleneck. The reason is
that directly mapping the UPC logical memory layout to
physical memory, as used in most of the existing UPC compilers, incurs prohibitive address calculation overhead. This
paper presents an alternative memory layout, which effectively eliminates the overhead without sacrificing the UPC
memory semantics. Our research also reveals that the compiler for multi-core systems needs to pay special attention
to the memory system. We demonstrate how the compiler
can enforce static process/thread binding to improve cache
performance.

1.

INTRODUCTION

With the advance in manufacturing technologies and concerns of physical limitations of microelectronics, multi-core
computing becomes an inevitable trend in the computer industry. A natural use of a multi-core computer is to explore
thread level parallelism (TLP) to speed up an application,
requiring the application be multi-threaded. Current multithreaded programming often uses a conventional imperative language plus the Pthread library, which is notorious
for its high complexity, low productivity, and poor porta-
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bility. A high-level parallel programming language aiming
at multi-core computing is thus more desirable in terms of
easy programming and programmer productivity, although
it requires more compilation support. An example in this
regard is OpenMP which adds parallel directives to C/C++
and Fortran and is an industrial standard for SMPs. However, the directives in OpenMP only serve as hints for parallelization that should instead be an integral part of the host
language [25]. The languages with the partitioned global address space (PGAS) address this issue by integrating parallel
syntax into existing sequential languages. PGAS languages
have already shown advantages in large-scale parallel computers and cluster environments [10, 14]. This paper instead
investigates compilation support targeting a single multicore computer for UPC, a representative PGAS language.
UPC, a parallel extension to C, delivers high programmer
productivity via its shared memory model, allowing programmers to be less concerned with low-level synchronization and communication across processors. In addition, UPC
offers high performance via a partitioned memory space that
provides effective parallelism and the inheritance of a welldeveloped software base from C. However UPC was designed
for large-scale parallel computers or clusters. The compilation implementation often relies on MPI to implement the
communication and parallelism. In a single multi-core machine, where the memory is both logically and physically
shared, remote accesses and communication are no longer
necessary. We propose a UPC compiler, ScaleUPC, which
directly translates a UPC program to a C program with
Pthreads.
For a UPC compiler under a cluster environment, communication and UPC pointer arithmetic are two key performance considerations. While C is already difficult to optimize due to pointers and aliases, UPC brings additional
complexity by differentiating pointers pointing to shared objects (pointers-to-shared) from pointers pointing to private
objects (pointers-to-private). Dereferencing a pointer often
requires complicated calculations and even run-time function calls. An optimizing compiler can reduce this complexity by casting a pointer-to-shared to a local pointer, called
privatization. A UPC compiler can reduce communication
cost through software caching, remote prefetching, and message coalescing [13, 16]. Our study shows that UPC pointerto-shared arithmetic remains a significant part of overall execution time in a multi-core system. The pointer arithmetic
overhead comes from the process of mapping the UPC global

shared address space to the physical memory space. This
paper presents a novel memory layout for shared objects,
which can significantly reduce the extra computation cost
and still maintain the compatibility to the UPC shared memory semantics. By using this new memory layout, ScaleUPC
outperforms two peer UPC compilers, Berkley UPC [1] and
Intrepid UPC [6], which can compile UPC for SMPs.
It was our original intent to design a compiler for a high level
programming language such that the compiler can statically
analyze parallel application’s memory behavior and optimize for the multi-core memory system performance. This
paper demonstrates the importance of memory system optimization by proposing a profile-driven static process binding
scheme. Our compiler can statically bind a thread or process to a specific core. We show that there is up to a 66%
performance gap among several simple binding policies and
the compiler can help to find an optimal policy with the
assistance of profiling.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
2.1 Unified Parallel C
This section briefly introduces UPC. We focus on the parallel
language features to which our compiler pays attention.
Execution Model. UPC adopts the single program multiple data (SPMD) execution model. Each execution unit executes an identical program, denoted as a UPC thread. Each
UPC thread can identify itself by an identifier MYTHREAD.
UPC compilers typically implement a UPC thread as a process. Our compiler instead implements it as a Pthread for
efficient multi-core execution.
Partitioned Shared Memory. The PGAS model of UPC
gives programmers an illusion of logically shared memory
space. Data objects in a UPC program can be either private
or shared. A UPC thread has exclusive access to the private
objects that reside in its private memory. A thread also has
accesses to all of the objects in the shared memory. UPC
partitions the global (shared) address space through the concept of affinity. The entire global address space is equally
partitioned among all threads. The block of the global address space associated with a thread is said to have affinity
to that thread. The concept of affinity captures the reality
that on most modern parallel architectures the latencies of
accessing different shared objects are different. It is assumed
that for a shared object, an access from a thread that affiliates with that object is much faster than accesses from other
threads. However, in a multi-core machine, this assumption
no longer holds and affinity may be treated logically. Affinity
does have impact on the performance of memory hierarchy,
depending on the implementation.
The distribution of shared data objects among threads can
be determined by specifying the block size, the number of
objects in a block. The data in the same block are physically
contiguous and have the same affinity and the blocks will be
distributed to each UPC thread in a round-robin fashion.
The offset of an object within a block is called a phase.
Based on the location of the pointed-to objects, there are two
types of pointers in UPC: pointer-to-private and pointer-toshared. The former one points to a private object and its

arithmetic follows the same semantics as a pointer in ANSI
C. A pointer-to-shared targets a shared object. The pointer
arithmetic of a pointer-to-shared requires the knowledge of
the type of the shared object and its attributes: affinity,
block, and phase. To reduce the complexity of pointer-toshared arithmetic, privatization can be applied by casting a
pointer-to-shared to a pointer-to-private with certain transformations. In a multi-core environment, privatization can
still have a notable impact on overall application performance, depending upon the memory layout chosen by the
compiler as discussed in Sections 3 and 5.

2.2

Related Work

There are quite a few UPC compilers available in academia
and industry. However, to our knowledge, none of them directly targets multi-core systems. Some of them may compile UPC to run on a multi-core machine, but they use slower
communication mechanisms such as message passing or implement a UPC thread as a process, which is more expensive
in terms of context switching and inter-process communication than the kernel thread implementation.
UPC is part of the Cray C compiler for the Cray X1 [15]. A
development version of UPC has been used for performance
measurement on the IBM BlueGene/L at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories [10]. Michigan Tech has developed a public domain UPC compiler with a run-time system that uses MPI as the transportation layer [2, 26]. The
most widely used public domain UPC compiler is Berkeley
UPC [1]. It has a highly portable run-time system because
it provides a multi-layered system design that interposes the
GASNet communication layer between the run-time system
and the network [5]. GASNet works with various types of
network, such as Myrinet and Quadrics. Berkeley UPC includes a UPC-to-C translator based on the Open64 open
source compiler. Various optimizations, mainly for generating shared memory latency tolerant code, are done at the
UPC source code level. Translator-level optimizations for
Berkeley UPC are described in [12]. Though Berkeley UPC
includes a SMP conduit and utilizes Pthreads as an optimization for SMP systems, it suffers from the overhead of
address arithmetic. Intrepid Technology provides a UPC
compiler [6] as an extension to the GNU GCC compiler. Intrepid implements a UPC thread as a process when running
on Intel SMPs and uses memory map (mmap) as the mechanism of inter-process communication. Campaq offered the
first commercially available UPC compiler [4]. The current
version of this compiler targets Tru64 UNIX, HP-UX, and
XC Linux clusters.
In the area of process scheduling on multi-core, cache-fair
algorithms [9] and cache partitioning [21] address the fair
cache allocation problem. Parekh et al. [22] propose algorithms to identify the best set of workloads to run together. Nakajima and Pallipadi use hardware event counters
to guide the scheduling [19]. Hardware solutions on shared
cache management have also been proposed [20, 11]. All of
them aim at scheduling multiple standalone workloads on
shared resources. Our solution explores inter-thread locality of multi-threaded applications and focuses on identifying a specific process binding policy for SPMD programs to
achieve better cache performance without hardware or OSwide modification.

3.

COMPILER DESIGN

In this section, we present the details of the construction of
our UPC-to-C compiler.

3.1

Extensions to Scale Research Compiler

Our UPC compiler, ScaleUPC, is based on Scale (A Scalable
Compiler for Analytical Experiments) [24], a compiler infrastructure developed by the University of Massachusetts,
Amherst and the University of Texas, Austin. Scale provides C and Fortran frontends, a middle-end with most conventional compiler optimizations, and SPARC, Alpha, and
Trips backends.
The Scale frontend transforms C or Fortran source code to
an abstract syntax tree, called Clef. We extend Scale’s C
frontend and Clef-to-C module to translate a UPC program
to a multi-threaded C program, where each UPC thread
is mapped to a POSIX thread (Pthread). Alternatively, a
UPC thread can be implemented as a process as usually
implemented in distributed systems. The primary motivation for the use of Pthreads instead of processes is that
it results simpler design and better performance. Compared with a process-based design, our Pthread-based design allows shared data be allocated directly by C constructs
without run-time shared memory mapping. In addition, it
can avoid TLB flushing during switching between threads.
Though all the threads of a process share attributes such as
open file descriptor, signal handling state, and user IDs, the
sharing does not break UPC thread semantics.

3.2

Shared, Global, and Private Data Objects

In ANSI C, data objects declared in the file scope are both
global to all routines and shared by all threads. In UPC,
data declared in the file scope without a shared qualifier are
still accessible to all routines, but each thread maintains a
separate instance. We call them global private (non-shared)
data.
In our implementation, local private data are treated as regular C local data, allocated on the stack. Shared data are
translated into C global variables and thus are accessible to
all threads. Global private data are allocated in thread-local
storage (TLS) by specifying the thread, a reserved keyword
of GCC.
To reference the local private data and global private data,
we can use regular C pointers. To reference a shared data
object, we use the following 5-tuple to describe a pointer-toshared in ScaleUPC:
1. block address: the physical address of the beginning of
a block that the pointed-to object resides in;
2. thread: the thread affinity of the pointed-to object;
3. phase: the offset within the block;
4. block number: the logical block number (This field is
not indispensable, but it facilitates the calculation of
the logical distance from one pointer-to-shared to the
other);
5. type: the type of the object that is pointed to, including the block size specified in the declaration or
dynamic allocation, the size of each element, and the
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Figure 1: Logical and physical layouts of shared [2]
int a[10], THREADS = 3
number of elements in the static array or allocated
memory.
The physical memory address can be calculated as block address + phase × element size. However, all five fields except
type need to be updated when pointers are manipulated. Depending on the underlying memory layout used for shared
data, there is significant variance in terms of the complexity
and cost of the pointer updating algorithm, which will be
detailed in the next section.

3.3

Memory Layouts for Shared Data

This section discusses two alternative memory layouts for
UPC shared data and their impacts on array references and
pointer-to-shared arithmetic.
We begin with an illustration, as shown in Figure 1(a), of a
shared array a of size 10, which is distributed across three
threads with block size 2. By the UPC semantics, thread
0 has two blocks: one contains a[0] and a[1]; the other a[6]
and a[7], similarly for threads 1 and 2. If a pointer-to-shared
pointer, p, points to a[1], the increment of p by 1 makes
it point to a[2]. However, if p is cast to a local pointer
q through privatization, the increment of q by 1 makes it
point to a[6].
We implement two memory layouts for a shared array: threadmajor and block-major. Thread-major follows a typical translation of a UPC compiler for a distributed shared memory
system. The shared data with the same affinity are assembled as a one-dimensional array such that all local objects
are next to each other physically. In our compiler, we translate array declaration a[10] to a0 [3][4] where the first subscript denotes the thread affinity as shown in Figure 1(c).
For example, under thread-major, a0 [1][2] refers to a[8].
Thread-major adds complexity to the arithmetic of pointerto-shared and shared array address calculations while privatization can simplify it. When a pointer-to-shared is cast
(privatized) to a pointer-to-private, the thread-major layout
would facilitate pointer arithmetic of the cast pointer, which
has the same semantics as a regular C pointer since the lo-

cal shared objects are physically mapped together. However,
the translation of pointer arithmetic for a pointer-to-shared
is much more expensive than the regular C pointer arithmetic. Note that p + i in C is interpreted as the address
in pointer p plus i multiplied by the size of the type that
p points to. It only requires two arithmetic operations in
C. In UPC under the thread-major layout with a pointerto-shared p, p + i can cross a block and/or thread boundary. A correct calculation would involve updating the first
four fields of a pointer-to-shared structure that requires at
least 15 basic operations in our implementation. The large
number of operations also implies a large number of temporaries and possibly more register spills. When blocks are
not evenly distributed among threads, two more basic operations are needed to adjust the block address.
For a numeric application where arrays are frequently used,
the cost of shared array references is prohibitive due to the
overhead of pointer-to-shared arithmetic since an array access like a[i] virtually implies a pointer arithmetic of a + i.
However, being different from a generic pointer-to-shared,
the phase and thread affinity of a are constantly 0. Taking advantage of this property, as long as the compiler can
identify that a points to the first element of a statically or
dynamically allocated array (usually a is the array name itself), the compile-time constant folding helps to reduce the
number of basic arithmetic operations from 15 to 8 in our
implementation and the need for temporary intermediate
variables is lowered as well.
To reduce the complexity of pointer-to-shared arithmetic,
we introduce an alternative layout, the block-major layout.
The block-major layout keeps the original declaration as it
is in the generated code, so a[i] will be physically adjacent
to a[i + 1] as shown in Figure 1(b). This layout greatly
simplifies the pointer arithmetic for a pointer-to-shared and
makes privatization a redundant optimization.
When the block major layout is applied, pointer-to-shared
arithmetic can have the same cost as regular C pointers. Although for pointers-to-shared the attributes such as thread
affinity and phase still need to be maintained since they may
be used by some UPC-specific operations such as upc threadof()
and upc phaseof(), they can be computed with less operations than the thread-major layout. For a shared array reference, such as a[i], its address calculation is the same as
a regular C reference. We do not calculate any pointer-toshared attributes unless they are needed. For instance, when
the address of a[i] is taken, a pointer-to-shared structure will
be created by the compiler for future pointer references. By
leaving a shared array reference in the same form as it is
in the source code, a native C compiler can enjoy simpler
dependence testing and possibly perform more dependencerelated optimizations.
Though it is unnecessary to perform pointer privatization
on a single multi-core computer with block-major, the programmer who does not know this layout optimization may
still cast a pointer-to-shared to a pointer-to-private. The
pointer arithmetic of the cast pointer can be erroneous if the
pointer crosses block boundary. We propose a conservative
compiler solution to solve this problem. When the privatization is detected by the compiler, there are three cases:

(1) the pointer-to-private and its aliases (denoted as set P )
are only used in the current procedure. The cast pointer
and its aliases can be handled as special UPC pointers. We
provide corresponding run-time support so that the UPC semantics are not broken. (2) any member of P is passed as a
parameter to another routine whose source code is exposed
to the compiler. The solution is similar to case (1), but it
requires inter-procedural pointer analysis, which is not currently included in our implementation. We simply suspend
block-major layout. (3) any member of P is passed as a parameter to an external library routine which is not subject to
recompilation. We revert to the conservative thread-major
layout.

4.

PROFILING-BASED PROCESS SCHEDULING

UPC was designed for a cluster environment where communication cost is a major concern. To achieve high performance in a single multi-core machine, a UPC compiler must
instead consider the impact of the memory hierarchy. This
section discusses how process scheduling affects memory system performance and proposes a preliminary profiling-driven
static thread binding scheme that explores inter-thread locality. We target a SMP machine with multiple multi-core
processors.
In a hybrid system of SMP, CMP and/or SMT, caches and
memory bus interfaces can be either shared or private. For
a multi-threaded application, scheduling of the threads by
the operating system can significantly affect the memory
system performance [23]. Given a pair of threads in a multithreaded application, when the two threads are scheduled
on two cores with dedicated caches and memory bus interfaces, there is no bus contention between the two threads nor
inter-thread cache conflict. However, this scheduling fails to
explore inter-thread locality and also increases bus traffic
and likely latency for maintaining cache coherence. On the
other hand, when the two threads are scheduled on the same
die or domain with a shared cache, the two threads will compete for cache and system bus, and may cause inter-thread
conflicts. However, the scheduling has potential to improve
the hit rate depending on the inter-thread locality.
By default, the thread scheduler in the current Linux kernel prefers to bind each thread to a core with dedicated
resources, which may benefit some benchmarks but hurt the
others [23]. Ideally, to achieve optimal performance for every
workload, threads need to be scheduled dynamically based
on their memory behavior. We propose a simple, profilingbased algorithm to determine the process/thread binding
policy statically. The profiler compares the miss rates between the two scheduling policies for a training input. For
each pair of threads, it suggests binding the two threads into
two cores with a shared cache only when the profiler finds it
would improve the cache hit rates over a threshold. The profiler then feeds back this hint to the compiler which inserts
OS API calls to enforce the binding. Given two threads, we
profile their miss rates assuming a shared cache and their
miss rates under separate caches. We calculate the miss
rate as the total L2 misses of the two threads divided by
their total L2 accesses. Assume that the miss rates are x
and y respectively for the two settings and also assume the
cache hit latencies are H1 and H2 and miss latencies are M1

and M2 . The average cache access latencies of one access
are (1 − x) ∗ H1 + x ∗ M1 and (1 − y) ∗ H2 + y ∗ M2 respectively. Binding two threads to the same cache would benefit
if (1 − x) ∗ H1 + x ∗ M1 < (1 − y) ∗ H2 + y ∗ M2 which is
2 −H
reduced to xy < M
when H1 = H2 = H. When the numM1 −H
ber of threads of an application is large, profiling the miss
rates for the threads pair by pair would require a large number of profiling runs. Fortunately, in a SPMD program, the
data access patterns of all thread are usually similar to each
other. We thus only need to profile a pair of representative
threads in most cases.

5.

sists of two dual-core dies. The processor has 2-level caches:
32KB private L1 data cache per core and 4 MB shared L2
cache per die (8MB total cache per processor) [8]. The Memory Controller Hub on the server board supports an independent 1333 MHz front side bus interface for each processor [7].
Figure 2 illustrates the topology of the machine.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we first present the effect of our new UPC
shared memory layout and compare our compiler with Berkeley UPC, Intrepid UPC, and GNU OpenMP. We then show
how the memory system influences the UPC application performance and thus future compiler design for multi-core systems by evaluating our profile-driven process binding optimization. Note that Berkeley UPC and Intrepid UPC were
specially designed for distributed shared memory systems.
It is not our goal to simply show the advantage of ScaleUPC over the two compilers since ScaleUPC focuses on the
multi-core architecture. Instead, our evaluation in this section shows that it is worth consideration for the UPC community and programmers to take data layout into account
when compiling a UPC program for a multi-core machine or
a cluster of multi-cores.
We use George Washington University’s Matrix Multiplication (MM), N-Queen (NQ) and the UPC implementation of the NAS NPB benchmark suite [3]. MM computes
C = A × B by a basic 3-loop algorithm (O(n3 )). We choose
an array size of 2048×2048 for A, B and C. We intentionally
transpose B for simple cache and locality analysis. Arrays
A, B and C are all declared as shared arrays with a block
size of 2048, denoting round-robin distribution of rows across
UPC threads. For NQ, we use a 16 × 16 chess board. The
UPC version of the NAS NPB benchmark suite includes CG,
EP, FT, IS, and MG. Each benchmark has a basic, untuned
version (O0). The O0 set will be referred as NPB O0 later
on 1 . All NPB benchmarks except EP have hand-optimized
versions that implement privatization (O1) and/or remote
prefetching (O2) [16] at the UPC source code level. Since
the O2 version implies O1, it is called O3 instead, which
means O1 plus O2. We choose the versions with the highest
optimization option from the suite and refer to the set as
NPB O3. It is expected that an optimizing compiler can
match the performance of the O3 set by optimizing the O0
set. Each benchmark has a class parameter to specify the
problem size. The parameter, in increasing order of problem
size, can be S, W, A, B, C or D. In our experiments, we use
class B, the maximum problem size that enables all NPB
benchmarks to run in our test multi-core machine without
exceeding the limit of its physical memory size.
We run the benchmarks on a Linux 2.6 based 8-core server,
which is equipped with two Intel Xeon 5345 2.33 GHz QuadCore processors and 4 GB DRAM composed of 667 MHz
dual ranked, fully buffered DIMMs. Each processor con9 1 MM and NQ are untuned too. So in our analysis, we discuss
them with the O0 group.

Figure 2: Topology of the 8 cores

5.1

Performance Comparison

In this section, we compare the performance of ScaleUPC
with Intrepid UPC 4.0.3.4 and Berkeley UPC 2.6.0. We turn
on -O3 and -O options, for Intrepid UPC and Berkeley UPC
respectively, to generate optimized target code. For reference purposes, we also measure the performance of NPB’s
OpenMP implementations [17]. The NPB OpenMP benchmarks are compiled using GNU’s OpenMP compiler 4.1.2.
All OpenMP benchmarks except IS are hosted in Fortran
while IS is in C. Since OpenMP and UPC are two different languages, the performance gap between them can help
reveal the potential performance profit that the slower one
can exploit.
When compiled by Berkeley UPC and Intrepid UPC, FT experiences exceptionally long execution time, and so does IS
under Intrepid UPC. We exclude those outliers in our statistics. ScaleUPC is able to compile all benchmarks correctly.

5.1.1

Block Major vs. Thread Major
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Figure 3: Comparison on execution time
Figure 3 displays the normalized execution times when each
benchmark is compiled to eight threads. The code generated
by ScaleUPC using the block-major layout shows the best
overall performance. The degree of improvement largely depends upon the frequency of pointer-to-shared arithmetic.
NQ and EP are embarrassingly parallel and have few shared
memory access, so the difference in performance for each
compiler is small. For the programs with intensive shared
memory accesses including MM and all NPB O0, except EP,
block major layout has a significant advantage due to its
simple pointer arithmetic. For MM, the block-major layout

Under the block-major layout, the difference in execution
times between each O0 and O3 version is within 1% except
IS whose O0 version is 4.8 times slower than the O3 version. The IS O0 source code uses a different way to store
keys than the code in the O3 version, which involves extra
calculations for every access to the keys. In other words,
the IS O3 version not only applies privatization and remote
prefetching, but also changes the data structure and algorithm. When we modified the IS O0 code to use the same
algorithm and structure as used in the O3 set for fair comparison, the gap was reduced to a few percent. In general,
when the block major layout is applied by ScaleUPC, the
non-optimized O0 can deliver comparable performance to
the hand-optimized O3 set. The thread major still needs
privatization and remote prefetching to compete.

plication written in UPC can compete with an application
written in OpenMP. Taking both Figure 3(a) and Figure
3(b) into account, we can observe a significant gap between
OpenMP and Intrepid UPC for NPB O0, both of which are
GNU based compilers. It suggests that the multi-threading
implementation and the block-major memory layout proposed in this paper are two key parts for UPC to achieve
high performance in a multi-core environment.

5.2

Speedup

is 5.4 times faster as the thread-major layout. The block
major layout brings an average of 3.16 speedup over the
thread major layout for NPB O0. However, as shown in
Figure 3(b), the gap between block-major and thread-major
becomes barely noticeable for NPB O3 because privatization
and remote prefetching essentially eliminate shared accesses.

Scalability
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ScaleUPC vs. Berkeley and Intrepid UPC

The performance gaps among all compilers are significantly
reduced for the benchmark set of NPB O3 as shown in Figure 3(b). As described early, NPB O3 is a hand-optimized
benchmark suite that applies privatization and remote prefetching so that the shared data accesses are transferred to local accesses. With these two optimizations, the benefit of
block-major which reduces the cost of address arithmetic of
shared data accesses is cut down to the minimum. As a
result, ScaleUPC/block-major and ScaleUPC/thread-major
show almost the same performance. Intrepid UPC outperforms Scale UPC by 4% for CG, the single benchmark in
NPB O3 it can compile correctly. Berkeley UPC is still 23%
behind ScaleUPC, on average, for CG, IS and MG. Based on
the results in Figure 3, we conclude that privatization and
remote prefetching are still two indispensable optimizations
that a multi-core UPC compiler needs to implement if the
thread-major layout is taken. However, the two optimizations are redundant when the block-major layout is applied
at compile time.

5.1.3

ScaleUPC vs. OpenMP

The UPC benchmarks compiled by ScaleUPC/block-major
deliver comparable performance as their OpenMP counterparts compiled by GCC. On average, OpenMP gains merely
2% over ScaleUPC/block-major. It suggests that an ap-

Speedup
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As shown in Figure 3(a), for MM, NQ, and NPB O0, ScaleUPC block major outperforms Berkeley UPC and Intrepid
UPC. On average, ScaleUPC/block-major delivers a speedup
of 2.24 and 2.25 over Berkeley UPC and Intrepid UPC, respectively. The performance gap is largely from the overhead of shared data layout as implied by comparing with
ScaleUPC/thread-major and the performance of NPB O3.
Both Intrepid UPC and Berkeley UPC maintain the memory
layout in a thread-major like style. The average performance
of Berkley UPC and Intrepid UPC is more comparable to
that of ScaleUPC/thread-major for MM, NQ, and NPB O0:
ScaleUPC/thread-major still gains a 7% speedup over Intrepid UPC, but loses to Berkeley UPC by 30%.
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Figure 4: Scalability of UPC on Xeon 8-core Server
This section analyzes the scalability of UPC programs compiled by ScaleUPC. We run the benchmarks on the Xeon
8-core server with 1, 2, 4 and 8 thread(s) respectively. In
general, the scalability is limited by the intrinsic parallelism
of programs, memory bus throughput, and cache coherence
and locality. The block-major layout mostly reduces operations related to pointer arithmetic compared to the threadmajor layout. It therefore does not improve the parallelism
of programs. However, the two layouts may cause different cache locality and thus affect scalability one way or the
other. As shown in Figure 4, the overall scalability by the
block major layout is actually close to that by the threadmajor layout despite that the block-major layout provides
a factor of 3 speedup over the thread-major layout as discussed in Section 5.1.1.
For the O0 set, as shown by Figures 4(a) and (b), NQ and
EP exhibit perfect linear speedup since they are both embarrassingly parallel and computation bound programs. Taking
IS out, the average speedups at 8 threads are 4.52 for block
major and 4.38 for thread major. The block-major layout
wins slightly. Block major shows better average speedup at
2 and 4 threads with 30% and 18% improvements respectively. IS O0 shows slight performance degradation when
scaled to 2 and 4 threads under block major. The data
distribution used in IS O0 does not scale for block major.
With a block size of one used in IS O0, the block-major
layout results in poor intra-thread spatial locality when the
number of thread increases. However, although IS O0 gains
close to linear speedup under thread major, its performance
is still far behind block major with a 31% slowdown at 8
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L2 Misses (%)
Benchmark
MM
NQ
CG O0
CG O3
EP O0
FT O0
FT O1
IS O0
IS O1
MG O0
MG O3

Sha.
L2
50.0
0
25.9
25.9
0.02
12.8
12.9
28.4
36.5
62.9
63.6

Sep.
L2
99.9
0
25.9
25.9
0.02
12.8
12.8
42.4
36.3
43.3
44.9

Speedup
Sha.
Sep.

0.50
–
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.67
1.00
1.45
1.42
Mean

Sep.
Pac.
1.06
1.00
1.04
1.05
1.00
1.04
1.02
1.01
1.02
1.06
1.06
1.03

Same
Pac.
0.90
1.00
0.92
0.94
1.00
0.97
0.95
1.01
0.96
0.99
0.92
0.96

Sha.
L2
1.21
1.00
0.80
0.79
1.00
0.94
0.92
1.67
0.94
0.93
0.82
0.97

Table 1: Estimated L2 miss rates and speedups
against default scheduling
threads as the cost of pointer arithmetic in thread major is
still dominant. MM and FT experience slight performance
degradation from single-thread to 2-thread execution under
the thread-major layout. This is because when the thread
count is 1, most multiplication, division and modulo operations used for address calculation are removed at compile
time. From 2 threads to 4 and 8 threads, the speedups of
MM and FT come back. CG shows no speedup or even
1.5% slowdown from 4-thread to 8-thread for NPB O3 under both layouts and NPB O0 under block major layout.
CG compiled by Intrepid UPC and Berkeley UPC does not
scale from 4 to 8 threads either. We thus suspect CG cannot
scale well beyond four threads.
For NPB O3, the block-major and thread-major layouts
show almost the same speedups where the difference is below 1%. Also, the speedups of NPB O0 under block-major
are close to those of NPB O3 under both memory layouts
except for IS. IS O3 uses a large block size such that both
block major and thread major show similar spatial locality.

5.3

Effects of Profiling-Based Static Process
Scheduling

Section 5.1 shows that the block major memory layout can
bring a speedup up to a factor of five. Although we attribute
the speedup to simpler pointer arithmetic, we still believe
the memory hierarchy would play a key role for the performance of multi-threaded applications and the compiler
should take it into account for optimization. This section
showcases the importance of the memory hierarchy by evaluating the effects of our profiling-based process scheduling
algorithm that we present in Section 4. ScaleUPC is able to
exploit the memory system by applying appropriate binding
schemes suggested by the profiler.
To profile the benchmarks, we develop a cache simulation
tool based on the PIN tool set [18] to simulate the cache
hierarchy of the Xeon Quad-Core processor and gather miss
rates for different thread binding policies. As our model only
requires the ratio of L2 miss rates, this profiling-based technique assumes that the ratio does not change significantly
when input changes. This assumption can be false for some
benchmarks and inputs. We are designing a cache miss pre-

diction model that can adapt to input changes. However, for
the benchmark suite we used in this paper, we find that the
profiling-based scheme show high accuracy and is sufficient.
We profile the benchmarks using small inputs: class A for
NPB O0 benchmarks, 1024×1024 arrays for MM and a 8×8
chess board for NQ. Each benchmark is first compiled to two
threads for profiling because two threads allow us to evaluate
all possible processor bindings on the 2-way Quad-Core Xeon
machine and we use block-major layout as it delivers the best
performance compared to thread-major and other compilers.
Later in this section we discuss four thread case.
The second and third columns of Table 1 report the profiling results. The second column shows the miss rates in
percentage when the two threads share a 4M L2 cache, emulating the scenario when the two threads are bound to the
same die. The third column shows the miss rates when the
two threads run on two separate 4M L2 caches, emulating
the case when the two threads are bound to separate dies or
processors. The fourth column shows the ratio of the two
miss rates. Note that only MM and IS O0 show significant
miss reduction when the two threads share L2 cache.
We measure the execution times of the benchmarks with
larger inputs: class B for NPB benchmarks, 2048 × 2048
arrays for MM and a 16 × 16 chess board for NQ. The last
three columns of Table 1 report the speedup under different
process binding schemes over the default Linux scheduling.
The shared-L2 scheme binds two threads to the same die
that shares the L2 cache. For the same-package scheme,
two threads are bound to two separate dies that reside in
same package, so each has full access to its own L2 cache.
The separate-package/processor scheme sends two threads to
two processors, which is most similar to the default Linux
thread scheduling and gives each thread full access to the
caches and memory bus interfaces.
Although, by geometric mean, the three binding schemes
are all within 4% of the default scheduler, there are significant variances in the individual benchmarks. The largest
gap is observed for IS O0 where the best scheme outperforms the worst by 66%. When two threads are bound to
separate packages, the overall performance is slightly better than under Linux default scheduling because the OS
will migrate each thread between cores within the package even though the current core would be idle. For our
Quad-Core Xeon machine, when there are few shared-data
accesses, separate-package should perform better than both
shared-L2 and same-package since two threads have separate caches and independent front side bus. Shared-L2 will
excel over separate-package only when inter-thread locality
improves the hit rate to the degree that overcomes the negative impact of bus contention between two threads. Samepackage can never outperform separate-package since both
have private caches but Same-package has bus contention.
Same-package can do better than shared-L2 when shared-L2
causes large cache conflicts.
Based on the heuristic equation developed in Section 4, we
calculate a threshold of 0.79 based on the machine configuration we have. We estimate 9 front side bus cycles and an
average of 18 memory cycles for each non-contention mem-

ory access. The bus contention adds 9 front side bus cycles.
Based on the clock rate of the CPU core, FSB, and DRAM,
we estimate 72 CPU cycles for a non-contention memory
access and 88 cycles for a memory access with contention.
The L2 hit latency is 13 cycles. Substituting the numbers
into the equation produces 0.79. Only MM and IS O0 cross
the threshold, which suggests shared-L2 is the best choice
for the two benchmarks. The results in Table 1 confirm this
simple model. For MM and IS O0, shared-L2 outperforms
separate-package by 14% and 66% respectively.
To test our model, we further compile the applications into
four threads. Three binding schemes are worth consideration, shared-L2/separate-package, shared-L2/same-package,
and dedicated-L2/separate-package. The shared-L2/separatepackage scheme distributes two threads into one die and the
other two threads into another die on the other package,
while shared-L2/same-package scheme would put all four
threads into one package where each pair is sent to a separate
die. Between these two schemes, the shared-L2/separatepackage can apparently perform better since each pair of
thread will have a dedicated bus. Finally, the dedicatedL2/separate-package scheme assigns four threads into four
separate dies. The choice between shared-L2/separate-package
and dedicated-L2/separate-package can still use our profilingbased model since we are essentially determining whether,
for each pair of threads, we should assign them to the same
die or two separate dies on the same package. Our profiling results and model show that only MM and IS O0 can
benefit from a shared L2 cache with improved L2 hit rates.
Note that now in our model M1 = M2 . Shared-L2 wins
as long as it improves hit rate. The execution time results
conform with this prediction. MM and IS O0 show 38%
and 11% speedups with the shared-L2/same-package scheme
compared with binding each thread to a separate die, while
all other benchmarks show 0 to 12% slowdown.

6.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

UPC has been proved an effective language for large-scale
computing. This paper adds our efforts by compiling UPC
for a multi-core architecture. We show that, under the blockmajor memory layout, our compiler can deliver comparable
performance against the hand optimized code by minimizing
the overhead of UPC pointer-to-shared arithmetic. As the
block-major layout shows its performance advantage over
the thread-major layout as used in Berkley UPC and Intrepid UPC, we demonstrate that a high performance compiler of UPC must consider array layout when targeting
multi-core systems. We are making progress to expand our
compiler to support a cluster of multi-core machines. As
the block-major data layout shows its clear advantage in a
single multi-core machine while the thread-major layout has
it wide use and proved success in a cluster environment, the
compiler is expected to support a mixed data layout for a
shared array to exploit the benefits of the both layouts. In
addition, we plan to develop a code generator in the middle
end to take advantage of the existing analyses in the Scale
compiler infrastructure. The compilation for multi-core also
needs to consider the memory hierarchy. Our study shows
that processor bindings can impact performance greatly and
our profiling-based scheme can guide the bindings for optimal performance. We plan to investigate a miss rate prediction model for multi-threaded application to avoid the

drawback of the simulation based profiling strategy used in
this paper.
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